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Article abstract
The 1986 census shows that Montrealers whose mother tongue is neither
English nor French assimilate to English rather than French at the same rate as
before. However, divergent trends underlie this overall stability. While the
Montreal-bom prefer English even more massively than in 1971, French has
progressed just as markedly among immigrants, though there is a visible
return to English among the latest arrivals. Assimilation to French seems
mainly related to the development of Spanish-, Arab-, Creole-, and
Vietnamese-speaking immigration. Compulsory education in French schools
also appears to steer children of recent immigrants fairly firmly towards
French. Subsequent to socio-political conditions particularly favourable to
French between 1976 and 1980, the comeback of English appears to reflect
Quebec's return to a sort of English-French bilingualism. Preference for English
also seems to increase with length of stay in Montreal.
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